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nEw  releASe  cOMIcS
Marvel Comics

RISE OF THE BLACK 
PANTHER*
PB        $36.99
Witness the early years 
of the man who will come 
to rule one of the most 
scientifically advanced 
countries in the world!

MARVEL 2-IN-ONE 
VOL. 1
PB        $36.99
With their family gone, 
Johnny Storm and Ben 
Grimm reunite in a bid 
to find their new place in 
the Marvel Universe. But 

something is very wrong with the Human 
Torch, and only the Thing can help him! 

FALCON TAKE FLIGHT
PB        $41.99
The Falcon takes flight 
on a personal mission 
to reconnect with the 
American people and train 
his new partner. But when 
a gang war overtakes the 

streets of Chicago, Sam finds himself 
stuck in the middle of a situation far more 
dangerous than he could’ve imagined.

INVINCIBLE IRON 
MAN: THE SEARCH FOR 
TONY STARK
PB        $49.99
The former Iron Man has 
vanished. As the mystery 
of his whereabouts 
deepens, some very 

surprising people from Tony Stark’s life 
come together to help in the hunt.  The time 
comes to decide - who will wield the armor 
of Iron Man! 

MS. MARVEL VOL. 9 
TEENAGE WASTELAND
PB        $36.99
 Jersey City still has a 
need for heroes, and in 
the wake of Ms. Marvel’s 
disappearance, dozens have 
begun stepping up to the 

plate. Red Dagger attempts to carry on the 
brave fight in Kamala’s honor. 
 

MARVEL STUDIOS 
VISUAL DICTIONARY
HB        $39.99
A showcase of the first ten 
years of Marvel Studios. 
Join Captain America, Thor, 
Iron Man, Black Widow, 
and the Guardians of the 

Galaxy on a stunning journey through the 
Marvel Cinematic Universe!

DC Comics
DC COMICS 
ABSOLUTELY 
EVERYTHING YOU 
NEED TO KNOW
HB        $39.99
Fast facts, illuminating info, 
and tantalizing trivia about 
the heroes and villains of 

the whole DC Comics Universe.  Read the 
lowdown on everyone’s favorite DC Comics 
Super Heroes and Super-Villains, including 
Superman, Batman, Wonder Woman, The 
Flash and The Joker. 

DC COMICS SUPER 
HEROINES
HB        $34.99
All of the greatest female 
characters of the DC 
Comics universe are paid 
homage in this epic tome. 
Broken down, moment 

by moment, readers are able to follow 
pivotal points in the development of their 
favourite heroines.
 

BATMAN THE COURT 
OF OWLS SAGA 
(ESSENTIAL EDITION)*
PB        $44.99
Hidden for years, the 
mysterious Court of Owls 
surfaces in Gotham City. 
What must Batman do to 

defeat them, and what deadly connection 
do they have to his past? 

BATMAN/CATWOMAN 
THE WEDDING ALBUM*
HB        $32.99
The day has finally arrived: 
the nuptials of Bruce 
Wayne and Selina Kyle. But 
their road to wedded bliss 
won’t be easy. With visitors 

from this time and beyond, the Bat and the 
Cat will have to undergo even more trials 
and before they walk down the aisle. 

ALL-STAR BATMAN 
VOL. 3 THE FIRST 
ALLY*
PB        $29.99
The Dark Knight is facing 
a new enemy - the masked 
face of a conspiracy that 
spans generations. His 

name is Nemesis, and both Batman and the 
mysterious figure called “the First Ally” are 
on his hit list. 

WONDER WOMAN VOL. 
6 CHILDREN OF THE 
GODS (REBIRTH)*
PB        $29.99
Taken away from 
Themyscira in the dead 
of night, the mysterious 
Jason has been hidden 

somewhere far from the sight of gods and 
men... but his life and Wonder Woman’s 
are about to intersect in a terrifying way, 
bringing them face-to-face with a cosmic 
threat they never imagined! 

BATMAN THE DARK 
KNIGHT MASTER RACE*
PB        $44.99
It’s been three years 
since  Batman defeated 
Lex Luthor and saved the 
world. Three years since 
anyone has seen Gotham 

City’s guardian alive. But now a new war 
is beginning. An army of unimaginable 
power led by Superman’s own daughter is 
preparing to claim Earth as their new world.

HELLBOY OMNIBUS 
VOLUME 4 HELLBOY  
IN HELL*
PB        $44.99
Hellboy is cast into Hell, 
where familiar faces reveal 
secrets of his origins, 
and previously unknown 

family members come forward. Hellboy 
forever alters the face of Hell, giving new 
significance to his role of Beast of the 
Apocalypse. 

BATMAN WHITE 
KNIGHT*
PB        $44.99
The Dark Knight finally finds 
a way to cure the twisted 
mind of his archenemy. 
The Clown Prince of Crime 
has now changed his ways, 

fighting for good in Gotham City. It may 
just cause Batman to go over the edge of 
his own sanity.

BATMAN KNIGHTFALL 
VOL. 1*
PB        $34.99
The inmates of Arkham 
Asylum have broken free, 
and Batman must push 
himself to the limit to re-
apprehend The Joker, Poison 

Ivy and more. Pushed to the limit, he comes 
face-to-face with the monstrosity known 
as Bane.

JUSTICE LEAGUE  
VOL. 7*
PB        $24.99
Trapped aboard the 
crippled Watchtower, the 
combined Justice League 
and Justice League of 
America teams clash over 

leadership and the urgent question of who 
can be rescued... and who will be left behind. 
Meanwhile, the Green Lanterns face critical 
choices over how to deal with the League’s 
two most powerful figures!

SUPERMAN BRAINIAC 
PB        $24.99
 Brainiac has set his sights 
on destroying Earth and 
finishing off the Last Son 
of Krypton once and for 
all. If that weren’t enough, 
thousands of invader 

probes have been launched with the mission 
of destroying all technology on Earth! 

SUPERMAN SECRET 
ORIGIN
PB        $32.99
A young Clark Kent 
awkwardly discovers his 
new abilities while growing 
up in Smallville. Will he be 
able to accept his true 

origins as the last son of a dead planet? 

BATMAN DETECTIVE 
COMICS VOL. 7*
PB        $29.99
Following her deadly actions 
in their last adventure, 
Batwoman faces scrutiny 
from Batman and Red 
Robin, but stands up for her 

actions. Will Batman allow her to continue 
bearing his symbol? 

Graphic Novels
30 DAYS OF NIGHT*
PB        $34.99
As the sun sets over an 
isolated Alaskan township 
- not to rise again for a 
month - a new evil emerges 
from the shadows to 
terrorize the town. But 

after a series of strange events and 
horrific killings, the question becomes what 
lurks in the shadows? 



k IdS!    GAMING!   more!   
THE PREDATOR*
James Nolan
HB        $59.99
This official companion 
book provides a unique 

look at the making of the movie, including 
fascinating detail on all the major 
aspects of production such as stunt 
work, production design, visual effects, 
costumes and props.

CREATING STYLIZED 
CHARACTERS
PB        $49.99
This beginner-friendly book 
is applicable to both digital 
and traditional media, and 
delves into many essential 
aspects of the character 
development process, from 

real-world research, to sketching gestures 
and poses, to exploring different genres, 
personalities and styles.

THE SKETCHBOOK  
OF LOISH
Lois van Baarle
HB        $44.99
A unique look into Loish’s 
creative processes and 
idea generation, providing 

an insight into the role her sketches play 
in her extremely popular work. Peek inside 
Loish’s sketchbook and discover how 
she explores gesture, stylization, and 
sketching for animation. 

Pop Culture
THE MOVIE  
MISQUOTE GAME
Cards        $29.99

Relive 300 movie moments - from the 
iconic to the downright filthy - in this 
hilarious new party game for movie lovers. 
Simply pick a quote, and ask your friends 
to transform it by filling in the blank with 
a phrase from another classic film. The 
funniest movie mash-up wins!

LIVE LONG AND... 
WHAT I MIGHT HAVE 
LEARNED ALONG  
THE WAY*
William Shatner
HB        $36.99
Shatner lays out his 
journey from childhood to 

peak stardom and all the bumps in the road. 
(Sometimes the literal road, as in the case 
of his motorcycle trip across the country 
with a bike that didn’t function.)

GAMES OF THRONES 
TAROT
Cards        $59.99
This deluxe box houses 

a beautifully rendered  tarot card deck 
and detailed guidebook. Each of the 78 
Major and Arcana cards features a tarot 
archetype depicted in the likeness of a GoT 
character, place, or object. 

DOCTOR STRANGE  
AND PHILOSOPHY
PB        $26.99
Essays from two dozen 
philosophers illuminate how  
philosophical concepts, 
including existentialism, 
epistemology, 

metaphysics, and ethics, combine to make 
Doctor Strange one of the most complex 
characters in the Marvel Universe.

QUOTABLE NEGAN
Robert Kirkman
HB        $24.99
This collection of quotes, 
trivia, and exclusive behind-
the-scenes material, 
focused on everyone’s 
favorite bad guy - the 

charismatic psychopath Negan - is an 
essential guide for all fans of both the TV 
show The Walking Dead and the original 
comic book series.

HOW TO SURVIVE A 
ZOMBIE ATTACK
HB        $19.99
Zombies, werewolves, 
robots and aliens from 
outer space - find out how 
to overcome them in this  
book. 

THE NIGHTMARE 
BEFORE DINNER
Zach Neil
HB        $35
Get your goth on with 60+ 
recipes from Beetle House 
restaurant, where “every 
day is Halloween” and 

guests indulge in a deadly delicious menu 
inspired by the works of Tim Burton and all 
things dark and lovely. Includes more than 
60 gothically delicious recipes.

Gaming
GUINNESS WORLD 
RECORDS 2019 
GAMER’S EDITION
PB        $22.99
The 12th edition of 
the world’s best-selling 
videogames annual is 
bursting with amazing 

records, remarkable feats and marvellous 
achievements by gamers. Inside you’ll be 
able to delve into your favourite games like 
never before - from returning favourites 
such as Call of Duty, Minecraft and Super 
Mario  to all-new instant classics such as 
Monster Hunter: World.

MINECRAFT GUIDE  
TO FARMING
HB        $16.99
The official Minecraft Guide 
to Farming will teach you 
about every aspect of 
farming, from basic crop 
farming and animal breeding 

to setting up mob grinder farms to collect 
rare drops. With the help of this guide you’ll 
be completely self-sufficient in no time.

ASSASSIN’S CREED 
INFOGRAPHICS*
HB        $24.99
The whole Assassin’s 
Creed universe revealed 
in unique infographics. All 
the facts and figures are 
at your fingertips thanks 
to hundreds of graphic 

illustrations, making this a must-have for 
every Assassin’s Creed gamer.

CRASH BANDICOOT 
FLOCKED US EXCLUSIVE 
POP! VINYL
$27.99

More Pop! Vinyls available 
in store!

FEMME MAGNIFIQUE
PB        $49.99
50 female trailblazers of 
yesterday and today each 
get a 4-color sequential 
tribute in Femme 
Magnifique. This collection 
features short stories 

about women from the arenas of pop music, 
politics, art, and science. 

THE INVISIBLE MAN
HB        $26.99
The village inhabitants 
are quickly disturbed by 
the sudden appearance 
of this peculiar scientist 
who keeps his face hidden. 
When they discover that 

underneath his bandages is an invisible 
man, they rise up in fear and drive him out.

AVATAR THE LAST 
AIRBENDER*
PB        $19.99
This anthology from the 
world of Avatar: The Last 
Airbender features all 
your favorite characters. 
Journey along with Team 

Avatar as they rescue a pumpkin farmer 
waylaid by monsters, go undercover in the 
Fire Nation and reflect on what it means to 
save the world. 

THE HOUND OF THE 
BASKERVILLES
HB        $19.99
The most famous Sherlock 
Holmes adventure is vividly 
brought to life in this comic 
strip adaptation. The 
retelling is accompanied 

by  superbly detailed illustrations which 
recreate the world of bustling Victorian 
London and the eerie Devonshire moors.

THE ODYSSEY
HB        $19.99
 Join Odysseus on his quest 
to return to his island 
home, as a host of strange 
creatures and scheming 
characters try to stop him. 
Fabiano Fiorin’s distinctive 

illustrations draw the reader into the  
world of Ancient Greece.

Comic Strips
AGE HAPPENS 
GARFIELD HITS THE 
BIG 4-0*
Jim Davis
HB        $49.99
Celebrate forty years of 
Garfield with this lavish, 

full-color collection. Includes a foreword by 
lifelong Garfield lover Lin-Manuel Miranda, 
the Pulitzer Prize–winning creator of 
Hamilton!

Art
BUNI
Ryan Pagelow
PB        $24.99
Always positive, Buni 
doesn’t understand that 
the cute world he lives in 
is usually out to get him.  
Buni inhabits a surreal 

world populated by teddy bears, cupcakes, 
unicorns and zombies.


